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Economic Development
2017: A Defining Year at PISCES

Could Hawaii’s Basalt Support
a $100 Million Industry?

Another year is coming to an end and as

Hawaii Island’s volcanic basalt has the essential characteristics needed to produce
continuous basalt fiber products like rebar and heat-resistant fabrics (shown above).

According

to a recent report cited
in Basalt.Today,
basalt
fiber
manufacturing is expected to become
a $200 million industry worldwide by
the year 2020. Could Hawaii stand to
benefit by joining this niche industry?
The answer may soon become more
clear.
With support from Rep. Mark
Nakashima, PISCES secured funding
this year to conduct a market
feasibility study for a Continuous
Basalt Fiber (CBF) manufacturing
operation on Hawaii Island. PISCES
expects to release an RFP (Request For
Proposal) before the end of 2017 to
invite qualified engineering firms to
submit proposals for the study.
Though perhaps lesser known, CBF
is an innovative material with
applications and benefits that
outweigh alternatives like glass- and

carbon-based fiber products. CBF is
abrasion and corrosion resistant, has
higher heat tolerance and superior
insulation properties. Furthermore,
basalt fibers are eco-friendly to
produce, requiring no chemicals
additives or aggregates to produce.
They can be used in a wide variety of
applications including durable fabrics,
aircraft materials, rebar and a host of
novel construction materials.
However,
to
produce
the
extremely fine filaments found in CBF,
the raw basalt source must meet a
specific chemical profile. While it’s
no secret that the Hawaiian Islands are
primarily composed of basaltic lava
rock, it may be lesser known that
Hawaii Island’s basalt has the ideal
chemical profile needed to make CBF.
Continued on page 4…

I reflect on 2017, I see a defining period
of challenge, change, growth and success
for the staff and programs of PISCES.
This year we received grant awards
from
the
Hawaii
Technology
Development Corporation, the Hawaii
Department of Labor & Industrial
Relations, the County of Hawai’i Dept. of
Research & Development and NASA’s
STTR Phase 1 program. These
supplemental funds allowed us to
successfully execute two important
summer programs aligning with our
Workforce Development initiative: our
Summer Internship Program and
Summer Women’s STARS Program.
Continued on next page…

• Pg. 2 – Successful Turn-out at First
Astroday in West Hawaii
• Pg. 3 – RISE Program Brings
Robotics to Keaukaha Youth
• Pg. 4 – Former PISCES Interns:
Where are They Now?
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First AstroDay in West Hawaii Meets Success
The first AstroDay West Hawaii event held in Kona drew visitors of all ages to learn
about the research being done in Hawaii through fun activities and demonstrations.

The

first AstroDay West Hawaii
science and astronomy event met with
success in Kona on Saturday, Nov. 4.
Sponsored by MKAOC (MaunaKea
Astronomy Outreach Committee) and
hosted by Kona Commons Shopping
Center, the free community outreach
event mirrored the successful
AstroDay held in Hilo for the last 16
years.
"The
Maunakea
Astronomy
Outreach Committee has been
wanting to reach out to the west side
of Hawaii Island with a large event like
AstroDay for a long time,” said Carolyn
Kaichi, education specialist at the
University of Hawaii’s Institute for
Astronomy and lead organizer for the
event.
PISCES joined more than a dozen
local
science
and
astronomy
organizations

organizations for the inaugural
event, which drew thousands of
visitors throughout the day to enjoy
activities like solar viewing, live
science demonstrations, robotics,
giveaways and a portable “Starlab”
planetarium brought by CanadaFrance-Hawaii Telescope and Gemini
Observatories. PISCES also played
space trivia with kids and adults alike
while sharing its exciting Applied
Research work in Materials Science
using Hawaiian basalt.
“It
was
the
fortunate
partnership with Kona Commons
that made everything fall into place,”
said Kaichi. “We couldn't have done
an event of this scale without them!"
With a successful turnout,
MKAOC hopes to hold another
AstroDay in West Hawaii next year.

The funding also supported two Applied
Research projects benefiting both Hawaii and
the collective effort of space exploration: the
Planetary LEGO Blocks ISRU project in
partnership with Honeybee Robotics, and our
Little Fire Ant Control operation using
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) technology.
Of these projects, our efforts to develop
basalt feedstock for ISRU manufacturing is
continuing to generate significant interest
among related companies and agencies in the
space community. PISCES has been invited to
participate in several grant proposals for
additional funding and research work in 2018.
I believe this area of our work in Economic
Development for Hawaii holds great promise
in the years to come.
Our Workforce Development and
Outreach/Education efforts in 2017 took us
to more than a dozen events spanning Hilo,
Kona, Ka’u, Waimea and Honolulu. These
ongoing events gave us the opportunity to
connect with community members of all ages
to share the exciting work we do and show
the value of Applied Research and STEM
education.
In the larger scope of our mission, we
actively championed and facilitated several
long-term Economic Development projects
that could grow a profitable aerospace
industry in Hawaii. These projects are still in
the works, and have the potential to create
an entire sector of new jobs while
strengthening the local economy.
One of the most exciting projects we are
part of is the International MoonBase
Alliance. In October, I joined the first
International MoonBase Summit in West
Hawaii. Sponsored by our Board Chair Henk
Rogers, the conference convened an
international group of representatives
spanning the public and private sectors…
Continued on page 4…

Applications are open for 2018 AKAMAI internships! Visit: akamaihawaii.org.
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at International Basalt Forum
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Graphic courtesy of Basalt.Today.

PISCES Program Director Rodrigo was
among a group of select representatives
invited to speak at the Second
International Basalt Forum at the Moscow
Polytechnic University from Nov. 15 to 17,
2017. Attending the conference remotely,
Romo introduced PISCES’ work in ISRU
basalt manufacturing, and the idea of a
continuous basalt fiber manufacturing
operation in Hawaii.
Romo’s presentation sparked the
interest of several companies producing
basalt fiber products and manufacturing
equipment for basalt fiber, as well as
engineering firms who could potentially
conduct the PISCES-led market feasibility
study for a basalt fiber operation in
Hawaii.
In
addition
to
networking
opportunities, the three-day forum
provided a platform to discuss basalt
industry developments, opportunities,
challenges and technological solutions
between
allied
companies
and
organizations. Some 500 companies
attended the conference which featured
35 speakers from around the world.

PISCES & KOYD Bring Robotics to Keaukaha Youth
Volunteers Joel Paye and Tayeh Madjeska give an introduction on the VEX IQ robot kit
instructions to elementary school students during the first RISE robotics class on Nov. 13.

Keaukaha’s first afterschool robotics
program officially launched on Nov.
13, giving local elementary school
students the chance to build, program
and operate their very own robots.
The new program is part of the
RISE (Revealing Individual Strength for
Excellence) program, and was born
through a collaborative effort
between PISCES’ Program Director
Rodrigo Romo, KOYD (Keaukaha One
Youth Development) and PUEO
(Perpetuating Unique Educational
Opportunities)
President
Keahi
Warfield, and the University of Hawaii
at Hilo’s Vulcan Robotics Team Lead
Marc Roberts. RISE is an afterschool
initiative serving underprivileged
Native Hawaiian children between
the ages of 8 and 18.
“We are very proud of this
achievement and hope to see it grow
into a sustainable program that will
provide Hawaiian kids with an
opportunity to explore the world of
robotics,” said PISCES Program
Director Rodrigo Romo.
The inaugural program was
attended by five Keaukaha area

Café Event in Hilo

students. Led by two college student
volunteers—Joel Paye of UH Hilo and
Tayeh Madjeska of Hawaii Community
College—the students sat in groups on
a large floor mat, sifting through the
colorful
building
blocks
and
instructions of a standardized robotics
kit called “VEX IQ.”
VEX IQ kits provide everything a
student needs to build and program a
competition-ready robot. The kits
were provided by a grant from the
Thirty Meter Telescope’s THINK fund.
RISE is part of a long-term effort to
provide Hawaii youth with more
career and education opportunities
on-island. Many students leave Hawaii
upon graduation to pursue a wider
range of opportunities in both career
and educational pursuits.
KOYD President Keahi Warfield
believes
culture, science
and
technology can work together to
create a better future for the
community. His efforts at RISE, KOYD
and PUEO align closely with PISCES’
goal to provide more STEM
opportunities to local youth and
improve their chances of success.
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Photo: Ernesto and his team’s custom-built
Formula SAE car (far right).

Former PISCES Interns: Where are They now?
Every summer, PISCES employs college-level interns in Applied Research projects
to provide hands-on STEM opportunities to local students. What do they do after
a summer of space-related work at PISCES? We’ve followed up with some of our
former Robotics interns to find out.

Café Event in Hilo

Ernesto Esparza, 2015
Ernesto Esparza interned with the PISCES
Robotics Team in the summer of 2015,
honing his skills in engineering design,
computer modeling and electrical
systems.
“Prior to starting my internship, I had
little experience in applying my
engineering knowledge,” Ernesto said.
“The projects that I worked on at PISCES
allowed me to see the bigger picture of
everything and better integrate it in
practice.”
Ernesto graduated in May this year
from UH Mānoa with a BS in Mechanical
Engineering. While in school, he was part
of a Formula SAE team that designed,
built and raced a formula-style race car
(pictured above). Over the summer, he
and his team competed at the
International FSAE Collegiate Design
Competition in Lincoln, Nebraska.

Now, Ernesto has landed a position as a
Mechanical Engineer for the Pearl
Harbor Naval Shipyard & IMF in
Honolulu.
“I believe that being involved and
exposed to multiple aspects of
engineering has helped me become a
more
aware
and
well-rounded
engineer,” he said.
Richard (Max) Kerr, 2014 Intern
Max attended UH Hilo and graduated
from Vanderbilt University in 2017 with
a BS in Computer Science. He is now
employed by Microsoft.
Casey Pearring, 2014 Intern
After graduating from UH Hilo in 2015
with a BS in Computer Science, Casey
went on to work for Taos, a Google
company.
Matthew Takemoto, 2014 Intern
Matthew graduated from Western
Washington University in 2017 with a BS
in Computer Science. He now works for
Lumedx, a healthcare data intelligence
and imaging company.
Teddy DeRego, 2015 Intern
Teddy earned a BS in Computer Science
from UH Hilo in 2016. He now works for
Voxa, a nanoimaging company.

Hawaii Basalt Industry
continued…
Worldwide, there are many mines and
open-air quarries producing raw basalt
fines, but analysis shows that only a
limited number of these locations
possess the type of basalt needed to
make the thin filaments in continuous
basalt fiber.
PISCES’ upcoming market study aims
to find out if Hawaii can profitably
contribute to the growing CBF industry
valued at hundreds of millions of dollars.
A successful operation in Hawaii could
mean new manufacturing jobs,
economic growth and business
opportunities, as well as a sustainable
new construction material with a wide
variety of uses.

Director’s Message cont…
of aerospace, as well as students and
academics. The goal was to forge
concrete steps in the creation of a
jointly-built, prototype lunar base on
Hawaii Island to pave the way for a
future settlement on the Moon. Hawaii
is an excellent location for this project
due to its geological similarity to specific
areas of the Moon. I look forward to
seeing the results of this ambitious
effort unfold in the coming year.
As we come to the end of 2017, the
PISCES team is committed to continuing
the momentum created this year in
2018 to help position Hawaii as a
forerunner in the worldwide aerospace
industry.
I bid a warm farewell to this year,
which has been a crucial period for
PISCES—one
that
proved
the
organization’s value, expertise and
impact in Hawaii and the larger space
exploration community.
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Former Intern and UHH Student
Launches Science Café in Hilo
Above: Event organizer Niki Thomas separates strawberry DNA for a drink concoction Niki Thomas (pictured above) is a senior at
during Hilo’s first Science Café held at Kuku’au Studio on Nov. 17. Top right: PISCES the University of Hawaii at Hilo doublePlanetary Geologist Kyla Defore plays a geology wordplay game with attendees.
majoring in Astrophysics and Biology. She
characterized planetary analog sites with
Early on a Friday evening, a mixed know many of them personally. It really PISCES during the summer of 2015, and
audience of college students and adults is the perfect place for a Science Café –
worked with NASA’s BASALT (Biological
are learning about the inner workings this is where the research actually
Analog Simulation Associated with Lava
of one of the most advanced telescopes happens!”
Terrains) Mars research project on Hawaii
Local researchers discussed a range
in the world. It’s an unusual audience
Island in 2016. This year, she did a summer
for Kuku’au Studio, a colorful lounge of topics at the Nov. 17 event including
internship at NASA’s Ames Research
space nestled in Downtown Hilo filled geology, conservation, astronomy,
Center to develop sample collectors and
molecular
biology,
with mural art and (usually) the vibrant robotics,
molecule detection instruments for an
agriculture
and
sound of live musicians, poets and mathematics,
upcoming flyby mission to the moons of
medicine.
other performers.
Saturn and Jupiter.
Science came to life in the projects
Tonight however, the studio is
mostly quiet despite a full house of they shared—everything from saving scientists as everyday people outside their
roughly 50 visitors who have come for endangered native birds to cultivating official roles while learning about the work
Hilo’s first Science Café. Organized by Hawaiian taro (kalo) varieties; the latest they do and how it impacts the community.
former PISCES intern and University of astronomy discoveries and cutting- In particular, Niki felt that holding a Science
Hawaii at Hilo student Niki Thomas, the edge breakthroughs in regenerative Café in Hilo could provide more
community outreach event is a talk- medicine. PISCES planetary geologist transparency between the scientific
story style forum designed to engage Kyla Defore brought some fun to the community and the public.
“This first trial proved there is interest
the public with local researchers and evening with a humorous wordplay
game
that
had
the
audience
roaring
in this kind of event and that it is worth
educators.
“For the past two years, I have with laughter while learning new having,” said Niki. “I am hoping to make it a
monthly event.”
wanted to try and have an event like geology terms.
Science
Cafés
have
been
held
in
Niki is currently seeking sponsors for
this in Hilo,” said Niki, who paid for the
event out of her own pocket. “The Big other U.S. cities for many years. More the next Science Café in Hilo to cover
Island is full of scientists in almost every forum than lecture, they give expenses and continue offering it for free
participants an opportunity to meet
to the community.
STEM field and I am lucky enough to

Café Event in Hilo
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